
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of warehouse foreman. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for warehouse foreman

Manages the day-to-day activities relating to receiving and distribution of
materials and supplies to multiple sites or storage locations in accordance
with business plans and performance objectives
Oversees the accuracy and timeliness of material de-stuffing, unloading, item
piece counts, receipt transactions within ERP and delivery distribution to
others
Facilitates transparent communications between Site(s), Logistics, Inventory
Planning and the Sourcing and Procurement group to ensure alignment and
understanding of receiving and distribution performance measurements,
requirements and outputs
Monitors and evaluates the performance of third party logistics provider
employees and assists by identifying areas and opportunity for improvement
Monitors third party logistics providers scheduled and unscheduled overtime
based on the requirements to complete the workloads and deliver on
performance expectation
Supervise/coordinate inspection and care of small tools, slings, hoists, as
required
May be required to drive company vehicle and maintain any/all licences in
good standing as required by location
Resolve issues of quality, count, part number, with incoming shipments and
elevate those that are not resolved
Three to five years of experience in a manufacturing or warehouse
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Knowledge of manufacturing procedures, safe practices and procedures and
equipment maintenance

Qualifications for warehouse foreman

Ability to handle all types of building products
At least 1 year previous warehouse experience in a similar role
Managing industrial employees in a metal shop and warehouse environment
with a focus on safety, quality, efficiency and continual improvement
Materials organization and management experience preferably utilizing Lean
management tools
Willingness to take on physical tasks as needed to improve the business, and
accommodate work load adjustments
Technical and manufacturing knowledge of metal fabrication is a plus


